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Abstract  

 In this paper, we employ deep neural network (DNN) to discern Android user interaction data distribution 

from artificial data distribution. We utilize real Android user interaction trace dataset collected from [1] to 

evaluate our DNN design. In particular, we use sequential model with 4 dense hidden layers and 1 dense 

output layer in TensorFlow and Keras. We also deploy sigmoid activation function for a dense output layer 

with 1 neuron and ReLU activation function for each dense hidden layer with 32 neurons. Our evaluation 

shows that our DNN design fulfills high test accuracy of at least 0.9955 and low test loss of at most 0.0116 in 

all cases of artificial data distributions. 
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1. Introduction 

Deep neural network (DNN) can be harnessed for diverse classification or prediction problems. We deploy 

DNN for classifying data distribution as Android user interaction data distribution or artificial data distribution. 

Android user interaction data distribution indicates the distribution of human user interaction trace data in 

Android collected from [1], whereas artificial data distribution represents the distribution of the number of 

random events that can be used in Monkey tool, in which users can setup the number of random events for 

Android applications. In our DNN design, we use TensorFlow and Keras, we adopt sequential model with 4 

dense hidden layers and 1 dense output layer. We employ ReLU activation function for each dense hidden 

layer with 32 neurons and sigmoid activation function for a dense output layer with 1 neuron. Moreover, we 

utilize he_uniform initializer and set dropout probability to 0.01. We set 80% training cases and 20% test cases 

out of entire input data set. We also use binary cross-entropy function as loss function and employ Adam 

optimizer. We configure learning rate to 0.001. Our evaluation results exhibit that our DNN design attains high 

test accuracy of at least 0.9955 and low test loss of at most 0.0116 in all cases of artificial data distributions. 

 

2. Related Work 

Many researchers have devised diverse tools that create inputs automatically for applications running on 
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Android systems [3,5,6]. Android systems furnish Monkey tool that produces application inputs automatically 

[2]. In [4], deep learning with human dataset in [1] is utilized for automatically making inputs. 

 

3. Discernment of Android User Interaction Data Distribution Using DNN 

For our discernment of Android user interaction data distribution using DNN, we put to use Rico dataset, 

which is Android human dataset collected from [1]. More particularly, we utilize interaction trace dataset in 

Rico dataset as follows. We first extract a pair of Nu and Nc for each Android application in Rico interaction 

trace dataset, where Nu is total number of User Interfaces (UIs) and Nc is total number of X and Y coordinates, 

respectively. We then compute a fraction 𝐹𝑖 =
𝑁𝑐

𝑁𝑢
 for each Android application 𝐴𝑖  (1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑁𝑎), where 𝑁𝑎 

is the total number of Android applications in Rico interaction trace dataset. Finally, we set pairs of 𝐹𝑖 and 

𝐷𝑖 as Android user interaction data distribution for Android application 𝐴𝑖, where 𝐷𝑖 indicates the frequency 

of 𝐹𝑖 in 𝑁𝑎 fractions over 𝑁𝑎.  

We assume that Monkey tool [2] is used for providing artificial events to Android applications. Note that 

the number of artificial events for Android applications can be arbitrarily configured in Monkey tool. Hence, 

we set the distribution of artificial events as artificial data distribution. In particular, we utilize normal data 

distribution, uniform data distribution, and constant data distribution for artificial event distribution. Note that 

the total number of data in normal data distribution, uniform data distribution, and constant data distribution 

is equal to 𝑁𝑎, which is the total number of Android applications in Rico interaction trace dataset. 

In artificial normal data distribution, we set mean and standard deviation as 8.0 and 2.0, respectively. In 

artificial uniform data distribution, we use the range of [1, 10]. In artificial constant data distribution, we make 

use of a fixed constant value of 5. 

 

Figure 1. Variation of training loss over epochs when artificial data distribution is uniform 

distribution. 
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Figure 2. Variation of training accuracy over epochs when artificial data distribution is 

uniform distribution. 

 

 

Figure 3. Variation of training loss over epochs when artificial data distribution is constant 

distribution. 
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Figure 4. Variation of training accuracy over epochs when artificial data distribution is 

constant distribution. 

 

 

Figure 5. Variation of training loss over epochs when artificial data distribution is normal 

distribution. 
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Figure 6. Variation of training accuracy over epochs when artificial data distribution is 

normal distribution. 

As shown in Figures 1, 3, and 5, we observe that training loss tends to more quickly come close to 0 as 

epoch increases in cases of artificial uniform and constant data distribution than in case of artificial normal 

data distribution. As shown in Figures 2, 4, and 6, we notice that training accuracy tends to more slowly come 

close to 1 as epoch increases in case of artificial normal data distribution than in cases of artificial uniform and 

constant data distribution. 

 

As shown in Table 1, we perceive that test accuracy achieves 1.0 when artificial data distributions are uniform 

and constant data distributions. We also see that test accuracy in artificial normal data distribution fulfills 

0.9955. Finally, we notice that test loss is measured as at most 0.0116 in all cases of artificial data distributions. 

This means that our discernment of Android user interaction data distribution using DNN is robust. 

Table 1. Test loss and test accuracy in artificial data distributions. 

Artificial data distribution Test Loss Test Accuracy 

Uniform data distribution 1.9729e-08 1.0 

Constant data distribution 1.8902e-09 1.0 

Normal data distribution 0.0116 0.9955 

 

4. Conclusion 

In this paper, we explore how Android user interaction data distribution is distinct to artificial data distribution 

by using DNN and real user interaction trace data in Android. Our evaluation results demonstrate that our 

DNN design discriminates between Android user interaction data distribution and artificial data distribution 

with test accuracy of at least 0.9955 and test loss of at most 0.0116 in all cases of artificial data distributions.  
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